The Letter EPO Management Does Not Want Applicants to See (or Respond to) [2]
IRC Proceedings: Saturday, December 04, 2021 [3]
EPO-Bribed IAM 'Media' Has Praised Quality, Which Even EPO Staff (Examiners) Does Not Praise [4]
Tux Machines is 17.5 Years Old Today [5]
Improving Gemini by Posting IRC Logs (and Scrollback) as GemText [7]
Links 4/12/2021: IPFire 2.27 Core Update 162 and Genode OS Framework 21.11 [8]
Links 4/12/2021: Turnip Becomes Vulkan 1.1 Conformant [10]
Links 4/12/2021: EndeavourOS Atlantis, Krita 5.0.0 Beta 5, Istio 1.11.5, and Wine 6.23; International Day Against DRM (IDAD) on December 10th [12]
Another Gemini Milestone: 1,500 Active Capsules [13]
[Meme] António Campinos and Socialist Posturing[14]
António Campinos as EPO President is Considered Worse Than Benoît Battistelli (in Some Regards) After 3.5 Years in Europe's Second-Largest Institution [15]
Media Coverage for Sale [16]